A. Sam has a book for Christmas (7%)

1. What is the title? Draw a line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. Who is the author? Circle the name.

Author

By Tony White

3. What is the book about?
   a. Put a tick ✓ in the right box □.

   - Clown
   - Card Shop and Cake Shop
   - Shopping with Dad

   b. Complete two sentences.

   Clown went to the ________________.

   He got ________________.
B. It is Mum’s birthday. Sam and his dad buy five things for Mum. (10%)

1. Put the stickers in the correct boxes.

Match the pictures with the names of the shops.

2. Read the shopping list. Draw lines to the correct shops.

This is the shopping list. I will go to the...

**Shopping list**

flower •
hat •
dress •
bag •
card •

**Shoe shop**

**Shirt shop**

**Hat shop**

**Grocery store**

**Bookstore**

**Clothing store**

**Flower store**
C. This is Sam’s Mum. Mum is happy. Sam and his dad buy five things for Mum’s birthday. Label the things in the picture. (8%)

D. Sam reads the book Clown. He writes a story about Clown. Fill in the blanks with suitable words. (5%)

Clown

Clown went shopping. He went to the shirt (1)__________. He got (2)__________ purple shirt. And he put it in a (3)__________ bag.

Clown looked in his bag. “Oh! No shirt! The bag has a big, (4)__________ hole!” said Clown. (5)__________ was not happy.

Shopping list

flower
hat
dress
bag
card

Use the shopping list to help you.
Stickers for Part B: